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General Overview of R1 Maintenance Release

- General Overview of release
  - Global Updates
  - ISIS
  - BoSS
Global Updates
Global Updates

- Update On-call model to make the “Disease” question mandatory upon creation so that the on-call events are triaged to the correct program area. Updated UI for users to streamline and standardize date/time and epi-taking and epi-closing calls. [MAEDSS-10310]
Update Health Facilities Reference Code List in PROD. [MAEDSS-10223]
BoSS
BoSS

- Match LOINC codes with BoSS variables to allow successful import of BoSS extracts into MAVEN. [MAEDSS-9592]
- Update BoSS_Notes from a text field to a text box to show more text. [MAEDSS-10277]
- Add new variable that will update the disease status of events based on data coming from BoSS feed. [MAEDSS-10285]
Thank you

- If you have any questions or concerns about this latest release of MAVEN please contact the helpdesk at isishelp@state.ma.us or 617-983-6801

- Many of the new features you will find in this release are directly from user feedback. Please continue to give ISIS your thoughts on MAVEN and requests for future enhancements. Thank you.